The considerations justifying peaking power plants have been discussed in numerous publications, some of which are referenced in the Appendix. With the acceptance of the gas turbine by various utilities as a suitable prime mover for use in peaking service, a relatively inexpensive machine became available in reasonably large blocks of power. The most recent concept in peaking service is equipment for peak shaving. This is that facet of a utility operation of shaving the peak off the top of a load duration curve. This involves equipment that can be installed at a very nominal investment per kilowatt and maintained at a minimum cost; for example, a remote unattended unit with low standby cost and an overhaul period of 5 years or more. This is readily obtainable with a normal operating period of 500 to 1000 hr per year in peak shaving service.
Fig. 1 View of Beirut machine
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The authors' company has been successful in installing peaking units both in this country and abroad. The most recent plants have been installed for remote unattended service while those installed earlier, as far back as 1955, were installed on the basis of attended operation. To date, these installations have successfully accomplished the tasks assigned. A summary of peaking installations manufactured by the authors' company is given in Table 1 .
Since the initial use of gas turbines in peaking service, their application has been extended to such concepts as peak shaving, spinning reserve, area protection, and other variations or combinations of these. The effect of these applications has been to relieve end of line problems and postpone the purchase of new large blocks of power and the expansion of transmission facilities.
Spinning Reserve
Spinning reserve is an accepted and known concept in utility operation. With the short period of time required to start a gas turbine from a standby condition and bring it to full load, the characteristics of numerous utilities are such that a 5 or 10-min period has been evaluated as being acceptable in meeting their requirement of spinning reserve. This is especially true on some interconnected systems where up to 15 min are allowed to pick up load. It is recognized, and justifiably so, that each utility system and interconnection is an identity unto itself and must be individually examined regarding the increment of time allowed for load pickup in the event of another unit dropping off the line or a sudden increase in power demand. On some systems, periods of time much in excess of 15 min are feasible; on others, such as military or where close frequency control is a requirement, actual reserve on the line can be required. The authors are agreeable to letting others establish what their requirements are and what their approach will be. However, they do wish to point out that it is reasonable td evaluate the possibility that a system's characteristics could be such that the gas turbine might be considered as spinning reserve.
Area Protection
The concept of area protection is not new but for clarification of concept the authors would like to define their connotation of this:
"Area protection is protection of an isolated zon.: of a system which is fed by a feeder. Essentially this feeder is a vulnerable link in a transmission system and is subject to planned or unplanned interruptions due to repair or unforeseen events, and that provision of standby power within the zone is necessary to minimize power outages." Area protection involves evaluation of the loss of diversification and resultant load pickup after an interruption.
Therefore, for dead-load pickup the loading characteristics of the zone must be examined to determine if the resultant load and loss of diversification can overload the gas turbine. In those cases where the characteristics of the system are such that overloading is possible, additional capability might be considered. An alternate means of solution might involve the incorporation of an automatic unloading scheme into the distribution system where under frequency detection is used to provide automatic segregation of the connected load into smaller pieces.
Peaking Service
In serving peaking needs to date, the authors 1 company has marketed simple open-cycle gas turbines suitable for firing with natural gas, distillate oil, and residual oil. It should be noted that experience has indicated that the use of residual oil in peaking service should be carefully reviewed to determine if the additional complexities, first cost, operating and maintenance costs are justified.
Standard machines currently available from the authors' company for peaking service vary in capability from 3100 to 25,000 kw at NEMA standard conditions of 80 F ambient temperature and 14.17 psia atmospheric pressure. The frame sizes are 3100 kw, 7100 kw, 12500 kw and 25,000 kw. These machines have been installed on a turnkey basis for remote and unattended operation and range in cost from $175 to $90 per kw depending upon frame size and associated bill of material. Table 2 illustrates the characteristics of the frame maohines mentioned.
The heat rates of the foregoing plants for the consideration of peak shaving, spinning reserve, and area protection have been found suitable with fuel costs in excess of 80/ per million Btu. With power generating installation by the authors' com- fuel cost and environmental conditions along with a minimum of operating and maintenance personnel contribute to a "natural" gas-turbine application. The machine installed at Saltillo, Mexico is the lower fuel costs encountered in many parts of the world, simple open-cycle gas turbines have al so been suitable for continuous base load as well as peaking service. This is especially true when it is considered that automation of the gas turbine is a relatively simple matter and that with low fuel costs, the first cost, operating and maintenance cost can and have dictated the use of simple open-cycle gas turbines in many applications.
TYPICAL INSTALLATIONS
The first Westinghouse peaking installation was installed in Beirut, Lebanon and has been in operation since 1956. This installation operates in parallel with diesel and hydropower and is also used for power-factor correction because of the transmission system characteristics and remote location of the hydro power. The operating history of this unit is itemized by Table 3 and the installation by Fig.l . Briefly, the machine is operated about 2500 hr per year and started at least 200 times per year with an average operating period of 14 hr per start.
The installation at the Shell Oil Company of Venezuela's North Terminal at Puerta Miranda, the same frame machine as discussed in the foregoing. This unit was taken into service in December of 1959 and is now used in daily peaking service. During initial operation it was used for base load due to the need of overhauling old equipment and, on a total basis, it might appear to be a base-loaded application. It is a dualfuel machine (natural gas or distillate oil) and can start on either fuel as well as transfer fuels under load. Table 4 itemizes the operating history and Fig.2 illustrates the installation. An interesting feature of this application is that the unit is installed in the middle of a residential area and across the street from a hospital. The inlet face of the inlet-air filter is only 250 ft from a hospital building. No complaints have ever been expressed as regards fumes or noise; thereby proving that with adequate installation provisions a gas turbine can and has been installed in a residential area. The above frame machine has also been furnished to the Army Corps of Engineers as a portable emergency-power train. Since its delivery in 1955 it has been to Puget Sound, Wash.; Fort Meade, Md.; Lima, Ohio; Nome, Alaska; and is now presently installed and running on a daily schedule in Okinawa. The concept of packaging is such that this power plant can be rolled onto a site and be in operation within 8 hr after arrival. Fig.3 illustrates the power train which consists of two cars.
The first car con- tains the gas turbine-generator and the second the control room, auxiliary power generator, switchgear and power transformer. The gas turbine furnished to the Power and Light Board of Austin, Minn., is a dual-fuel (natural gas or distillate oil) fired machine capable of simultaneously firing with both fuels. It can start on either fuel, transfer under load or burn tion of this machine is peak shaving with conversion of the plant at a later date to a combined cycle where the turbine exhaust will be used as preheated combustion air for a boiler and feedDuring the Summer of 1961 a gas turbine-genwater heating. The operating history of this unit erator unit installation with a rating of 22,000 is illustrated in Table 5 .
kw was completed at the Philadelphia Electric 
Fig. 5 Test results of Northwestern Public Service gas-turbine plant, using natural-gas fuel
Company, Barbadoes Island Power Plant. Since it was taken into service, it has been started 69 times and operated 253 hr. The rating of this frame has since been increased to 25,000 kw and three units delivered to India for base-load operation.
12,500-KW MACHINE
At present the most active frame is the 12,500-kw machine (base-load rating) of which some 11 units have been marketed to date. Five 6 of these machines have been taken into peaking service and three into base-load service. The machines in service utilize such fuels as natural gas, distillate oil, and residual oil. Some are oil-fired, some dual fuel with automatic transfer under load to the alternate fuel and some gasfired. They have been installed with various degrees of automation and remote control depending upon requirement. Salient-pole generators have been utilized to obtain a "dry plant" and nonsalient-pole generators where required because of customer preference. The peaking applications in operation at the present time consist of the following:
One unit with Northwestern Public Service Company, at Huron, South Dakota; two units with Sierra Pacific Power Company, outside of Reno, Nevada; one unit with the Houma Light & Water Plant at Houma, La., and one unit with the Anchorage Power & Light Plant at Anchorage, Alaska.
The installation at Northwestern Public Service is particularly interesting in that it is a combined base-load and peaking machine with dual-fuel firing. Owing to the fuel contract (interruptable supply) the machine can swing daily from gas to distillate oil and back to gas. This machine was taken into service in December of 1961. Pig.4 is a view taken inside the power plant.
The unit was installed with bottom inlet and exhaust connections and the building was arranged with provision for future installation of a second unit alongside the first. A capacity and fuelrate test was carried out on this unit in October of 1962 after some 10 months of operation to determine its capability and heat rate. .100 tion of the data presented will show that the heat rates achieved during the tests were lower than those quoted. Owing to the site and system loading conditions, the maximum test load was limited to those shown for each fuel. It can be seen that an extension of the test line to the guaranteed load would also result in a better heat rate than that guaranteed. During the test it was mutually agreed that if system conditions had allowed, maximum capability would have been demonstrated. The Sierra Pacific Power Company installation of two gas turbines is typical of the standard "ECONO-PAC" configuration. Fig.7 is a site photograph and Fig.8 an equipment plan view. The plant is entirely dry as lube oil-to-air coolers were used and the salient-pole generator furnished is of the open construction. The plant is operated remotely and is unattended. The present installation is distillate oil-fired; however, with the planned installation of a natural-gas line in the immediate vicinity, it is expected that the machine will be converted to dual-fuel operation with automatic changeover under load in the Summer of 1963. This installation is a "winter peak shaver." The operating history of the unit is illustrated in Table 6 . The installation at Houma, La., is illustrated in Fig.9 and the Anchorage, Alaska installation in Fig.10 . Both of these installations are dual fuel-fired with automatic changeover under load. The plant at Houma reflects treatment required by the environment; for example, uninsulated building, use of cooling water, and the use of portable crane facilities. The plant at Anchorage, Alaska (minus 40 F minimum environmental temperature) utilizes an insulated heated building with a permanent crane facility and a double-loop, lube-oil cooling system; oil-to-glycol and glycol-to-air coolers. The Houma, La., plant was taken into service in May of 1962 and has accumulated 642 hr of operation and was started 66 times. The Anchorage machine was taken into service in November of 1962.
LIMITS OF "PACKAGING" CONCEPT
The concept of installing peaking-power plants adopted by the authors' company is to achieve a dry plant regarding water and to provide the type of enclosure with adequate facilities for servicing in the environment encountered at a given site. Packaging of power plants is a matter of concept, machinery size and evaluation by the owner. The machines larger than the 7100-kw size are such that it is felt skid mounting of the total plant is not feasible. Thus, a different approach has been adopted and we have elected to do more work in the field in providing an enclosure.
Smaller units "on wheels" have been packaged; for example, the 5000-kw unit supplied the Army Corps of Engineers in 1955. However, packaging of the 12,500-kw machine is not as flexible as regards a change in location. Although if it becomes necessary to move this plant it can be picked up, shipped and reinstalled leaving only a concrete foundation slab at a total moving and reinstallation cost of approximately 8 to 10 percent of the initial cost of the apparatus. The time required for field installation with this concept of packaging, with suitable site preparation, is approximately 4 to 5 weeks depending upon environment and work schedules. The first Sierra Pacific machine was placed in operation 28 calendar days after arrival at the site. It should be noted that this was accomplished during rather adverse cold-weather conditions. The packaging concept for the 25,000 -kw frame machine is illustrated in Fig.11 . This machine could also be moved to another site at a cost which would also approximate 8 to 10 percent of the initial installed cost. The time required for field installation with adequate site preparation should not be in excess of 6 to 7 weeks. With a life expectancy of 20 to 30 years the small time increment that is available for saving, and this being related only to the 12,500-kw frame of some 2 weeks, in the initial installation becomes insignificant. The value of this increment is further reduced when compared to obtaining an installation that is engineered for the environment where it will be installed with provision for adequate space and shelter for maintenance.
STANDARD ECONO-PAC
At the present time the definition of the standard ECONO-PAC gas turbine installation includes the following; Gas, oil, or dual fuel-fired; salient-pole generator; dry plant; diesel engine for starting; diesel power emergency auxiliary sets; automated plant for remote and unattended operation with loading and starting rate as indicated in Table 7 .
The maximum dead-load pickup is equal to the kva rating of the generator or kilowatt rating of the gas turbine.
A standard gas turbine-generator configuration as depicted in Fig.l2 with a peaking rating of 62,000 kw is now being prepared for introduction. This generator, as well as those in sizes of 25,000 kw and larger, will be of the hydrogencooled type. The configuration illustrated by this figure is essentially a back-to-back arrangement of two gas turbines with a double-ended generator in between. This arrangement offers an economical advantage in the cost of electrical portion of the power plant and increased capability of the gas turbine with the use of supercharging fans on the gas-turbine compressor inlet. Other arrangements of standard components are also being investigated to achieve larger size blocks of power.
FUTURE OF UTILITY APPLICATIONS
The future of the gas turbine in utility applications depends upon economic evaluation by its users. The past has demonstrated that the gas turbine is an acceptable prime mover and, therefore, it will find that place where it can justify its selection over other equipment. It is expected that the preponderance of applications in the utility field will be in the areas of peak shaving with side considerations in the evaluation related to area protection and spinning reserve. It is felt that it is most probable in the near future that, with the economics as they are de-fined today, the gas turbine will find a place in power generation of from 10 to 15 percent of the installed capability of many utility systems. The size of the units, configuration and plant design will be governed by least dollars and maximum return for invested money on the part of the user.
